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Abstract—The scheduling of track dwells to minimize radar
energy and time with an agile beam radar is considered. Typically,
a radar scheduler picks a waveform pulsewidth to achieve
a desired signal-to-noise (SNR) level, and this is called the
nominal tracking SNR. In theory, the combination of high quality
measurements and good kinematic modeling in the tracker yields
longer track revisit periods, thus minimizing total radar time
allocated to the track. However, high quality measurements are
at the cost of higher tracking SNR, thus higher energy. In this
study, the trade between higher energy waveforms and radar time
is further investigated. The role of those higher energy waveforms
with more accurate measurements in the performance of the
Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) estimator is also investigated.
Using simulation studies, the optimal tracking SNR levels that
minimize radar time and energy are investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of tracking maneuvering targets with an
agile beam radar has been studied extensively. Considering
computational load and estimation accuracy, the interacting
multiple model (IMM) estimator is superior for tracking
maneuvering targets [2]. Using track state estimates, agile
beam radars are able to adaptively schedule track revisits
once positional uncertainty reaches a specified fraction of the
main beam as illustrated in Figure 1. It is well accepted that
the use of adaptive revisit calculations, along with an IMM
estimator, achieves significant reductions in total radar time
while maintaining a maximum allowed track loss ([11], [3],
[4]). In short, an IMM estimator that includes adaptive revisit
calculations is able to achieve longer average revisit periods
through kinematic modeling represenative of target motion,
thus reducing radar time and energy. A reduction in radar time
and energy for each track is valuable since more objects can
be tracked, and more resources are available to search and
acquisition modes.

In practice, radars choose from multiple track waveforms
so that the waveform energy can be coordinated with the
tracking algorithm. With a target strength estimate in hand,
a reasonable criterion for selection of a waveform is a desired
signal-to-noise (SNR) level, and this is referred to as the
nominal tracking SNR. Typically, a radar will transmit at peak
power for a certain pulsewidth and number of pulses. There-
fore, higher energy waveforms equate to longer pulsewidths or
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Fig. 1. Illustration of revisit calculations. A revisit is commanded when a
predicted track covariance grows to a fraction of the main beam.

more pulses. In general, a higher energy waveform will have
higher detection probability and more accurate measurements,
thus more accurate estimation and longer revisit times. How-
ever, these higher energy waveforms are at the cost of more
energy, potentially impacting duty cycle contraints. Therefore,
a tradeoff exists between radar time and radar energy in the
selection of a radar waveform, and an overall nominal tracking
SNR level.

The first and second Benchmark tracking problems devel-
oped by Blair et. al. ([5], [6]) provided a standard problem for
comparing radar tracker and scheduler algorithms for typical
air defense applications. Nearly all solutions used adaptive
waveform selection, adaptive revisit calculations, and multiple-
model filtering methods ([11], [3], [9]). Many solutions to
the second Benchmark problem use an arbitrary SNR level to
operate, usually around 14.5-16 dB, without much discussion
of an optimal tracking SNR level [3], [9]. The authors in
[13] investigated optimal tracking SNR levels using a simple
phased array radar model. The authors claim that minimizing
an optimization function called “radar load” maximizes the
total number of possible maintained tracks, and they found an
optimal tracking SNR level of 16 dB. However, the authors
use a single kinematic model Kalman filter; the effect of an



IMM estimator on optimal tracking SNR was not investigated.
Furthermore, their algorithms were not implemented for the
first or second Benchmark tracking problems.

In this work, optimal tracking SNR levels for an IMM
estimator are investigated using a high fidelity radar tracking
simulation similar to that of the first and second Benchmark
problems, and those results are compared to results of existing
literature. An IMM estimator with unbiased mixing and a 3D
coordinated turn model is used for tracking of highly agile
air targets. Tradeoffs in the nominal tracking SNR levels are
studied in more depth than the existing literature and the
relevance of a radar management operating curve is demon-
strated. The organization of this paper is as follows. A brief
description of the radar model is provided in Section II, while
Section III provides the radar scheduling/tracking algorithms.
Target trajectories and an example of radar cross section
(RCS) are provided in Section IV. Simulation results including
optimal SNR values are provided in Section V and conclusions
are provided in Section VI.

II. RADAR MODEL

The GTRI/ONR MIMO Radar Benchmark is used as
the simulation software for this study [7]. A full technical
description is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, a brief
description of important radar parameters and technical details
relevant to the radar tracking and scheduling algorithms in this
study is given.

The simulation software includes a 1 MW maximum
power, 4 GHz phased array (i.e., agile beam) radar using
amplitude comparison monopulse. Radar detection and signal
processing is performed on simulation generated I&Q volt-
ages in the sum, azimuth difference, and elevation difference
channels corrupted by white Gaussian noise errors. The radar
model of the simulation program accepts time, range, angles,
pulsewidth, and a detection threshold on observed SNR for
a scheduled radar track dwell. Pulsewidths available to the
sceduling algorithm are arranged in 3 dB steps with a total
dynamic range of 54 dB. The largest pulsewidth is 1 ms and the
smallest pulsewidth is 7 ns.1 A probability of false alarm equal
to 10−5 in a bin (resolution cell) is used to set the detection
threshold for all waveforms in this study.

Range and sine-space angles (r-u-v coordinates) are re-
ported for each range-bin detection, where sine-space angle es-
timates are calculated using the in-phase part (note that in some
phased array antenna patterns, the angle of arrival information
is contained in the quadrature part) of the observed monopulse
ratio. Reported error variances for sine space estimates at each
detected range bin are functions of observed SNR and the
monopulse error slope
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where kx and ky are the monopulse error slopes for bearing
and elevation respectively, χo is the observed signal to noise

1Pulse widths in the range of nanoseconds are probably not feasible in a
real radar system. However, for the purposes of this study, we needed a large
dynamic range to ensure a desired SNR level can be achieved.

ratio, θB is the 3 dB beamwidth of the main beam, σs is the
noise power in the sum channel, σ2

du and σ2
dv are noise powers

in the difference channels, and yIu and yIv are the in-phase
parts of the observed monopulse ratios. The main beam in the
radar model has a 3 dB beamwidth of 1.9 degrees at broadside.
Finally, the simulation represents range-bin straddling as being
across a maximum of two range bins per target. For detections
in two adjacent range bins, centroid processing as in [12] is
used to create a single measurement. Reported sub-bin range
is an observed-SNR weighted centroid of two adjacent range
bins and the reported variance is given by

σ2
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where χom is the maximum SNR of the two adjacent range
bins and ∆r is the range resolution of the transmitted wave-
form. If a single range bin exceeds a threshold, then the re-
ported range variance is the variance of a uniform distribution
corresponding to the size of a range bin. All track waveforms
available to the radar have a range resolution of 15 meters,
and a range window of 3000 meters. For detections in two
adjacent range bins, the reported angle measurement is also
an observed SNR weighted centroid of the two adjacent angle
measurements. Notice that reported variances of the range and
angle measurements decrease with increasing observed-SNR.

III. RADAR SCHEDULING/TRACKING

Radar tracking algorithms facilitate the scheduling of future
track dwells with the estimation of state and target strength,
while the timing of future track dwells is calculated using
adaptive revisit calculations. In this section we describe the
algorithm implementation in detail.

A. State Estimation

In the recent literature, a three mode IMM estimator that
includes a 3D nearly coordinated turn model was shown to be
the preferred state estimator for constant revisit-rate tracking of
a highly maneuvering target performing a variety of horizontal
and coordinated turns [8]. Appropriate design changes for non-
constant revisit rate tracking are made. The kinematic models
are described along with details of the filter implementation
and design parameters. In order to describe the kinematic
models, state equations are presented along with process noise
parameters. For each of these descriptions, let ∆t denote the
time between observations, and k denote the time index.

1) Nearly Constant Velocity Model: The Nearly Constant
Velocity (NCV) model uses a six-dimensional state vector
with position and velocity elements. Additive continuous-time
white-noise acceleration (CWNA) is assumed as process noise,
since it is more appropriate for variable revisit-rate tracking
[2]. Under these assumptions, the discrete state equations for
the NCV model can be written as

xk+1 = Fkxk + wk+1 (4)
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The power spectral densities qax , qay , and qaz are design
parameters which have units of m2/s3.

2) 3D Nearly Coordinated Turn Model: The 3D Nearly
Coordinated Turn (3DNCT) model uses a nine dimensional
state vector with position, velocity, and acceleration elements
[14], [10]. An additive continuous-time white process noise
model is assumed in the jerk (m/s3) components (See [10] p.
1353 for a comprehensive technical description of this model).
The state equations for the 3DNCT model can be written as

xk+1 = Fkxk + wk+1 (9)

with, for sampling interval ∆tk,
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T (10)
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where ωk is the magnitude of the turn rate assumed to be given
by,
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The process noise, wk+1 is a nine dimensional zero-mean
Gaussian random vector

wk+1 ∼ N
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where Gk is a 3x3 matrix whose individual elements are given
by,
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and qjx , qjy , and qjz are design parameters which have units
of m2/s5.

3) Kinematic Constraint for Constant Speed Targets:
During a coordinated turn, aircraft speed can be modeled
as nearly constant since the acceleration vector is almost
orthogonal to the velocity vector. As a result, a Kinematic
Constraint (KC) for constant speed maneuvers can be utilized
as additional information to reduce the estimation errors due
to time-varying accelerations [14], [1]. If the tracking filter has
velocity and acceleration estimates, the KC can be incorporated
as a pseudomeasurement. The pseudomeasurement equation
can be written as

vTa

||v||
+ µ = 0 (16)

with

v =
[
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]T

and a =
[
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]T
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and µ(k) ∼ N (0, ρk) is a pseudomeasurement noise term to
account for uncertainty in both the velocity estimate and the
KC. Since initial velocity estimates may be poor, the variance
for the pseudomeasurement noise term is choosen to have the
form,

ρk = ρ1(δ)k + ρ0 (18)

where 0<δ<1, ρ1 is choosen large for initialization, and ρ0 is
choosen for steady state conditions.

4) IMM-CVCV3DCT: The details unique to our imple-
menation of the IMM estimator are described without the
standard IMM equations. For a complete description of the
IMM estimator mixing and update equations see [2]. The IMM
estimator will include three models: two NCV models and a
3DNCT model. The first NCV model, CV1, has small process
noise and should accurately estimate the target state when the
target is not maneuvering. The second NCV model, CV2, has
high process noise and should be able to accurately estimate
the target state when the target is at the onset/termination of
coordinated turns and maneuvers other than coordinated turns.
The 3DNCT model is included to estimate the target state when



the target is performing a coordinated turn. State vectors are
in the Earth-centered-Earth-fixed coordinate system.

Unfortunately, the 3DNCT model described in Section
III-A2 assumes knowledge of the turn rate magnitude ω. Since
this parameter is not known, it is computed using the state
estimate x̂k

ω̂k =

√
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k + ˆ̈y2

k + ˆ̈z2
k√
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k

(19)

which is the magnitude of the acceleration divided by the speed
[10], [14]. A turn rate vector may seem undefined, however the
acceleration and velocity vectors along with turn magnitude
estimate will determine uniquely (even if somewhat noisily)
the turn vector. In order to handle the negative effects of a noisy
acceleration estimate, the application of the KC as described
in Section III-A3 will be done after the mixing process and
measurement update. Since the 3DNCT model has extra states
for accelerations, the unbiased mixing procedure described in
[8] (see [15] for more detail on unbiased mixing) will be used
during the mixing stage of this IMM estimator.

The acceleration elements of the 3DNCT state estimate
are modified before and after the mixing process to enforce
a minimum turn rate, ωmin [4]. The acceleration estimates
are constrained to be orthogonal to the velocity estimates by
removing the portion of the acceleration parallel to velocity.
The remaining acceleration is scaled, if necessary, to yield the
minimum turn rate. Enforcing a minimum turn rate prevents
unnecessary competition among the models.

Markov transition probabilities used in the mixing and
mode probability update equations of the IMM estimator are
based on two nominal sets of Markov transition probabilties.
One set is designed for a revisit period of 0 seconds, which
is simply the identity matrix, and the second set is designed
for a revisit period of 5 seconds. For a calculated revisit time,
the Markov transition probabilities are an element-wise linear
interpolation of the two matrices based on the revisit time,
and is denoted as Πti . If a revisit period is greater than 5
seconds, then the Markov transition probabilities for a 5 second
period is used. The design parameters for the IMM estimator
are provided in Table I.

Since track states are in Cartesian coordinates and mea-
surements are in r-u-v coordinates as described in Section II,
the measurement equations are nonlinear. Thus, the extended
Kalman Filter with the Jacobian of the measurement equation
is used during the measurement update portion of the IMM
estimator.

5) Kalman-CV: A Kalman filter with design parameters
equivalent to CV2 in the IMM-CVCV3DCT is implemented as
a means of comparison for the IMM estimator and verification
of the results of [13].

B. Revisit Time Calculations

Revisit time calculations are based on the extrapolated
covariance of the track state and a specified fraction, f , of the
main beam size. Let C(ti) be the main axis of an extrapolated
positional covariance ellipse projected to the 2D plane parallel
to the array face at time ti, and let V represent the 3 dB

TABLE I. DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR IMM-CVCV3DCT.

IMM-CVCV3DCT

Π0 =

 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 Π5 =

 0.92 0.05 0.03
0.10 0.70 0.20
0.15 0.03 0.82


µ0 =

[
0.1 0.8 0.1

]
CV1 CV2 3DCT

qax = 9 m2/s3 qax = 2500 m2/s3 qjx = 64 m2/s5

qay = 9 m2/s3 qay = 2500 m2/s3 qjy = 64 m2/s5

qaz = 9 m2/s3 qaz = 2500 m2/s3 qjz = 64 m2/s5

. . ρ0 = 500 m2/s4

. . ρ1 = 100

64∆t2
k

m2/s4

. . δ = 0.9

. . ωmin = 0.03 rad/s

beamwidth of the main beam in Cartesian coordinates at the
extrapolated track range. The size of V depends only upon the
range of the extrapolated track state. In Cartesian coordinates,
a longer range corresponds to a larger cross-range size of main
beam. Since C(ti) is an increasing function with time, a revisit
is scheduled when

C(tr) = fV (20)

where tr is the scheduled revisit time. Extrapolation of the
IMM track state, x̂ti , and covariance, Pti , consists of standard
state extrapolation of each individual mode, followed by a
linear combination of the positional elements of each mode
based on extrapolated mode probabilities from the last revisit
time, denoted as t0

µti|t0 = Πtiµt0 (21)
x̂ti = x̂1

tiµti|t0(1) + x̂2
tiµti|t0(2) + x̂2

tiµti|t0(3) (22)

Pti =
(
P1
ti + P̃1

)
µti|t0(1)

+
(
P2
ti + P̃2

)
µti|t0(2)

+
(
P3
ti + P̃3

)
µti|t0(3) (23)

where

P̃1 = (x̂ti − x̂1
ti)(x̂ti − x̂1

ti)
T (24)

P̃2 = (x̂ti − x̂2
ti)(x̂ti − x̂2

ti)
T (25)

P̃3 = (x̂ti − x̂3
ti)(x̂ti − x̂3

ti)
T (26)

and superscripts indicate mode. Since C(tr) is very difficult
to express in closed form for the IMM estimator, an array
of candidate times is evaluated and the longest revisit period
satisfying C(tr) ≤ fV is chosen. In our scheduler, candidate
times range from 0.1 to 10 seconds in increments of 0.1 sec-
onds. The location of the scheduled beam is at the extrapolated
target state estimate x̂tr . For the simple Kalman CV estimator,
extrapolated track states and covariances are straightforward
[2].

Since highly agile targets can maneuver at any moment, a
maximum allowed revisit time is needed to prevent a maneuver
that is out of the predicted beam point. Recalling that V
represents the size of the main beam in Cartesian coordinates,
and assuming a target can accelerate with am in any given
direction, the maximum allowed revisit calculation is given by

tm =

√
V

am
. (27)

Since V increases with range, tm also increases.



C. Pulsewidth Scheduling

Once a track revisit time calculation is complete, a wave-
form pulsewidth must be selected. For each track, a his-
tory of N previous observed SNR levels with corresponding
pulsewidth lengths are stored in memory. Next, the median of
these SNR levels is found with the corresponding pulsewidth
size. By calculating the number of 3 dB steps needed in
order to achieve the nominal tracking SNR from the median
observed SNR, and recalling from Section II that pulsewidths
are arranged in 3 dB steps, the next pulsewidth can be easily
found. Since practical targets fluctuate in RCS, the median
filter provides robustness against outliers. For the tracker, the
history window is chosen as N = 5.

D. Missed Detections and Track Loss

Since practical target RCS values can fluctuate drastically
with aspect angle and transmitted frequency, missed detections
are almost certain to occur and must be handled. For each
track in memory, the tracker will store a history of consecutive
missed detections. Upon a missed detection, the revisit time
calculations from Section III-B are overwritten by a predefined
set of possible revisit times, given by

∆tmiss = [0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 1 1 1 1] (28)

where the ith element corresponds to an ith consecutive missed
detection. For each missed detection, an observed SNR of 3
dB below the detection threshold is inserted into the observed
SNR window described in the previous section. Therefore, with
a window size of N = 5, an increase in waveform strength
is certain upon 3 consecutive missed detections. If a detection
is received on a track dwell, the missed detection counter will
be reset and standard revisit calculations from Section III-B
will proceed. However, if the number of consecutive missed
detections reaches 10, the track is removed from memory. If
a track is dropped, the target may be re-acquired during the
search fence that is scheduled to occur every 10 seconds in
the MIMO Benchmark.

IV. TARGET MODEL

The ONR/GTRI MIMO Radar Benchmark includes sev-
eral target trajectories generated using high fidelity trajectory
generation software. The trajectory with highest magnitude
accelerations, shown in Figure 2, is used in this work. The
trajectory is shown in the East-North-Up coordinate frame rel-
ative to the sensor. The target has three horizontal coordinated
turns at a constant speed of 250 m/s: two 2g turns and one
4g turn. After the turns, the target throttles up to a speed of
400 m/s and performs a 6g vertical maneuver to reach an
altitude of 9188 meters (about 30000 ft). Each target in the
MIMO Benchmark includes aspect-dependent and frequency-
dependent scattering-center models that generate an RCS value
for each scheduled radar dwell. This RCS value is used in the
radar range equation to calculate an observed signal strength.
This provides for realistic RCS values such as ”wing flashes”
during a maneuver and varying levels of aspect-dependent
randomness on the observed signal strength.2 An example RCS
profile versus time is provided in Figure 2. Wing flashes are
seen in the RCS plot at 225, 450, 1000, and 1150 s.

2Wing flashes tend to drop the scheduled pulsewidths in energy. The median
filter described in Section III-C helps against these negative effects.

Fig. 2. Target Trajectory with example RCS vs. time.

V. RESULTS

Several tracking SNR levels were evaluated using Monte
Carlo simulations in the MIMO Benchmark with four metrics:
total energy, total radar time, track loss, and radar load.
Total radar energy is the total energy of all scheduled track
waveforms (i.e., transmit power times pulsewidth) divided by
the number of Monte Carlo trials. Radar time for a single radar
dwell is the round-trip travel time to the maximum range of
the range window plus a nominal signal processing time of 1
ms. Total radar time is the total time of all scheduled track
dwells divided by the number of Monte Carlo trials. Track
loss corresponds to the number of dropped tracks by the logic
described in Section III-D. Finally the radar load metric from
[13] is calculated as total radar energy times total radar time.

Results of the Kalman and IMM estimator are shown in
Figure 3. From the radar load metric, the Kalman filter is
optimized when the observed SNR is in the range of 16 dB to
20 dB, which somewhat agrees with the optimal result of 16
dB reported in [13]. The results appear to suggest an optimal
level of 18 dB for the Kalman estimator. Using the radar load
metric, our results appear to suggest an optimal tracking SNR
level of 17 dB for the IMM estimator, just a single decibel
lower than the Kalman. Also, track loss does not appear to
be a concern for most of the tracking SNR levels. The IMM
estimator operating at 13 dB tends to have issues with missed
detections, which increased the number of lost tracks. The
track loss of 5 for the Kalman estimator at 17 dB appears
to be a statistical outlier. Finally, using the radar load metric,
the IMM estimator more than doubles the efficiency of a radar
for tracking maneuvering targets regardless of the choice of
tracking SNR, verifying the results of the first and second
Benchmark problems.

The bottom chart of Figure 3 includes a graph of radar



Fig. 3. Results from 100 Monte Carlo Trials for each nominal tracking SNR with an IMM estimator and Kalman filter. Circles indicate Kalman filter results,
while solid dots denote results for IMM Estimator. Numbers on the symbols of the top chart indicate total number of tracks lost at each SNR level. Numbers
on symbols of the bottom chart indicate the nominal SNR level set for tracking.

time versus radar energy for all tracking SNR levels. This
graph is referred to as the radar management operating curve
(RMOC) and portrays the fundamental tradeoff between radar
time and energy for the radar tracking system described in
this study. In general, a desirable RMOC will be “pushed” as
far down and to the left as possible, which for a given radar
system can be achieved with better tracking and scheduling.
Recall that the authors in [13] claim that the radar load
metric maximizes the total number of maintainable tracks.
Although minimization of the radar load metric may give
radar designers a good idea of a reasonable nominal tracking
SNR, it does not necessarily maximize the number of tracks.
In practice, radars are generally limited by duty (transmitted
energy per second) or occupancy (radar time), which is sensor
and situation specific. The y-axis of the RMOC can be scaled
to a % duty per target and the x-axis to a % occupancy per
target, from which a maximum number of maintained tracks
can be established for a given radar with duty and occupancy
constraints. From the RMOC, we see that higher nominal SNR
levels tend to approach duty limits, while lower SNR levels
tend to approach occupancy limits.

As shown in the RMOC, tracking SNR levels below 16
dB for the IMM estimator tend to waste total radar time
while receiving little reduction in radar energy, and a tracking
SNR level above 22 dB tends to waste radar energy with

little reduction in radar time. Using this chart, “valid” nominal
tracking SNR levels in practice should be around 16-22 dB.
Nominal tracking SNR levels above 22 dB with an IMM
estimator tend to be limited by the maximum maneuver of the
target, thus limiting the possible reduction in total radar time.
To illustrate this concept, average revisit periods for several
tracking SNR levels during the second maneuver are provided
in Figure 4. As shown, revisit periods decrease during the

Fig. 4. Revisit calculations for the IMM estimator.



second coordinated turn and increase after the termination of
the maneuver. However, revisit periods with a nominal tracking
SNR level of 25 dB appear flat after the maneuver, since the
CV1 mode dominates and the revisit calculations are limited
on nearly all Monte Carlo trials by the assumed maximum
maneuver of the target.3 Thus, from an energy management
perspective, a maximum assumed maneuver sets an upper limit
on the desirable tracking SNR level.

Thus far, a Pfa of 10−5 is used for all of the results. This is
a critical design parameter in a radar tracking system and can
impact the RMOC with higher detection probabilities at lower
SNR levels through a lower detection threshold. However,
a lower detection threshold is at the cost of more false
alarms, which consume resources in and of themselves. If not
associated to an existing track, false alarms get confirmation
dwells, further providing a tradeoff in energy management.
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted for the IMM tracker
at all the SNR levels in Figure 3 with Pfa=10−4. The results for
track loss as a function of tracking SNR and Pfa are provided
in Table II. The misassociation of false alarms to the track
state results in a higher rate of track loss, especially at lower
tracking SNR levels. For revisit periods in the range of 5
seconds, the IMM estimator sees false alarms as “maneuvers”
when the true target is not detected. These tracks diverge
from the truth and are eventually lost. Therefore, in order to
facilitate the use of lower detection thresholds for the tracking
of maneuvering targets, more sophisticated data association or
scheduling algorithms must be used.

TABLE II. LOST TRACKS VESUS TRACKING SNR AND Pfa

SNR (dB)
Pfa 12 14 16 19 22 25

10−5 6 2 1 3 0 2
10−4 23 14 11 3 6 4

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using the GTRI/ONR MIMO Benchmark, the problem of
tracking maneuvering targets with an agile beam radar was
revisited. Using implementations of reasonable tracking and
scheduling algorithms, the results of previous literature were
verified. In short, the IMM estimator can essentially double the
efficiency of an agile beam radar for the tracking of maneu-
vering targets, and desirable levels for nominal tracking SNR
are in the range of 15 - 22 dB. Furthermore, desirable tracking
SNR levels for a Kalman estimator and an IMM estimator are
nearly the same, although using a Kalman estimator is not
nearly as efficient from an energy management perspective.
Finally, the radar management operating curve (RMOC) was
introduced, and its relevance to the design of radar track-
ing algorithms was justified by illustrating the fundamental
tradeoff between radar time and energy in the selection of a
radar waveform and overall nominal tracking SNR levels. At
first glance, these results seem scenario/radar dependent, and
the authors suggest performing simulation analysis to obtain
an RMOC curve for a given application. However, results in
this paper agree with the results of [13], where a completely
different simulation and scenario were used. Future studies

3Without the maximum maneuver criterion, track loss occurred regularly
during the 6g vertical maneuver.

are needed for targets with drastically different kinematics
and mission objectives. The assumed mission objective in
this work is to maintain track with the least amount of radar
energy and time. However, in some applications a tracker must
also maintain a certain track accuracy. Future research will
include more sophisticated data association algorithms so that
the effects of a lower detection threshold on the RMOC can
be characterized. Also, further investigation into the RMOC
for other radar systems and target types is needed.
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